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I can describe a setting.



Read through p.21



The burning season 
From June to December, the southern Amazon Basin 
dries out, and fires can become a concern. Most are 
caused by human activity, especially clearing lands 
for farming.

Active fire identified by satellite.



What causes a wildfire?
Common causes of wildfires include lightning, 
human carelessness, arson, volcano eruption, 
and pyroclastic cloud from active volcano. Heat 
waves, droughts, and cyclical climate changes 
such as El Niño can also have a dramatic effect 
on the risk of wildfires. Although, more than four 
out of every five wildfires are caused by people.

What is a wildfire?
A wildfire also known as a wildland fire, forest fire, 
vegetation fire, grass fire, peat fire, bushfire (in 
Australia), or hill fire is an uncontrolled fire often 
occurring in wildland areas, but which can also 
consume houses or agricultural resources. Wildfires 
often begin unnoticed, but they spread quickly 
igniting brush, trees and homes.



Task  
In order to write a good setting description, you can again refer to the  

5 senses (see, hear, taste, smell, feel ) and 5Ws (who, where, when, what, why?).  
In your paragraph, make sure to include: 

• Who is there? - scared animals, terrified creatures 
• Why do they feel like they do? - the blazing fires are scorching their bodies 
• Where are they? - amongst the burning, hot like lava trees 
• When is it? Season, time, month? - midday, hottest time of year 
• What are the characters doing? - running erratically to save their own lives 

F i r e fi g h t e r, t r y i n g 
desperately to contain 
the wild fire.

Check the 
examples on the 

next page.



The forest that was once so alive now chills me. In this thirty degree heat I'm actually 
shaking. The trees that sheltered so many with their spreading canopy of green and 
provided so much are now lifeless sticks of charcoal, no more vibrant than the old lamp-
posts in the city. The unfettered light illuminates the scorched ground and still that smell 
of burning lingers despite the rain. They couldn't beat us in court so they brought cheap 
petrol and a five cent matchbook. Who will stand in the way of their progress now? If I 
were to close my eyes I would still see the virescent mosaic above, I could feel the humid 
air and hear the sounds of the frogs. But I won't, I can't. This reality was cruel enough the 
first time when we stood mute before the flames, I don't think I could survive that again.

Forest fire quotes and descriptions to inspire creative writing.

A ghastly orange grin, tearing through the verdant woodland. Unfettered flames, 
devouring hungrily, licking and lapping at the coppice, twisting and swaying in a 
dance without rhythm. Blackened bodies, charred bones, unsettled souls, snatched 
before their time.
Months had passed, but the earth had not forgotten. Fire tainted the earth with grey, 
stripping the trees of the virescent beauty, leaving their gaunt, skeletal remains 
rooted to the barren soil. They seemed to reach out to the sky like pallid, gnarled 
hands, as if desperate to latch on to the realm, whole again. 
Time had only festered the wound on the forest, and the ground was barren and 
dead.

Example 1

Example 2


